USCG 38-foot Picket Boat
These tough 38-footers, designed by the Eldredge-McInnis
company in 1931, were built in large numbers for the Coast
Guard service when America entered WW2.
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Revell Flower Class Corvette Platinum Edition
The venerable old Matchbox, then Revell, 1:72 scale Flower
Class Corvette kit
was upgraded some time ago to the
Platinum Edition,
with etched brass parts and wooden
planking. It is large
enough to make quite a practical
working warship
model at minimal cost. For a little
extra challenge, how about fitting a smoke generator?

They had a round bilge hull of carvel (flush-planked) construction and were powered by a single six-cylinder petrol
engine of 240-270 horsepower, giving a top speed of up to
25 knots. 538 were built by several small boat yards and saw
service all around the American coastline for harbour patrol,
customs enforcement and rescue work. They were unarmed
and carried a normal crew of 2-3 with a small accommodation area for several passengers.

My model is 1:12 scale and a little under a metre long. It
makes for an interesting comparison with the 200 Series Seaplane Tender and Alan’s Halvorsen, all 1:12 scale 38-footers
but with the latter two having hard chine planing hulls. What
the picket boat loses in speed it gains in efficiency, with a run
time of over two hours on the same battery pack.
The motive power is a 35mm diameter water-cooled brushless motor of 830KV driving a 50mm high-pitch ‘steam’ prop
and running on two 7.2 volt NiMH batteries in parallel, with
isolation diodes.
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(below) Peter W’s
Flower Class Corvette

Wood on models
I can’t remember where I took
this photo, but it serves to remind us that natural finished
timber and boats can make a
great combination. That goes
for models, too - but only if
you take great care to achieve
well-fitting joints and a blemish-free varnished finish.

